Terms & Conditions Betastart Program
BETAI is an organization engaged in innovation and development promotion
among communities, organizations and people, encouraging new
entrepreneurship models, through consultancy and both technical and
managerial advisory, as well as in contributing to the creation and
consolidation of sustainable projects in information technologies and
communications’ fields, creative industries, social economy and innovation
management, energy and health;
In pursuing its goal, as a startup accelerator, BETAI performs training,
coaching, consultancy and both technical and managerial advisory to both
individuals and corporations, in order to promote their projects’ development,
through acceleration programs as Betastart;
BETAI’s business model is based on sponsorships that sustain its activity, as
well as on fees charged for events and programs, in order to reduce
entrepreneurs’ costs.
The ENTREPRENEUR recognizes that the participation on Betastart will add
value to his project, namely in the business model’s elaboration, team
alignment, mentors and clients search, and in the validation of the
problemsolution fit, specific to his product/service.
I
To contribute to the project development and, therefore, facilitate its execution
and potential success with clients and/or investors, BETAI commits itself to
provide to the ENTREPRENEUR, during his participation period on Betastart
acceleration program, the following services:
a) Training, coaching and mentoring sessions with experienced executives;
b) Office hours to monitor the project with the program organization team,
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

specialists and services’ providers;
Workspace availability with the necessary tools and internet access during
the program;
Networking opportunities with mentors and investors;
Access to Betashare platform where relevant materials to business
development are available;
Prizes and discounts from sponsors and partners of Betastart program;
Organization and promotion of the Demo Day, where you will have the
opportunity to present your project and meet potential clients and partners.

II
The ENTREPRENEUR commits to:
a) Participate in all activities proposed by BETAI within the Betastart program,
b)

c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

according to the available online calendar of each edition;
Produce, within the deadlines set, the deliverables required by mentors,
coaches and trainers, as well as perform the necessary tasks to reach the
weekly goals;
Participate in group projects and support other participants of Betastart
program;
Provide feedback at the end of each session and, at least, once again after
the program;
Refer BETAI as project acceleration partner on project’s marketing materials
(as in website, pressreleases, etc.);
Refer BETAI as ignition partner in case of application to a Portugal Ventures’
call;
Allow BETAI to disclose your name and the project’s name on promotional
materials of Betastart program and other BETAI initiatives;
Pay BETAI, before the program start, according to the following tables:

Number of Team
Members
1 entrepreneur
2 entrepreneurs
3 entrepreneurs
4 entrepreneurs

Amount per
participant
350 €
250 €
250 €
250 €

Total amount per team
350 €
500 €
750 €
1000 €

Note 1
: Even though BETAI can select projects with only 1 (one) participant,
preference will be given to projects with 2 (two) or more members.
Participation is limited to a maximum of 4 (four) people per project. If the
participation fee is preventing your project application, please contact us. This
amount is only a portion of the program costs. The remaining is covered with
the investment of sponsors announced on the website.
Note 2
: Refunds  the amount paid by each participant will be reimbursed in
case of withdrawal until 3 days before program’s kickoff. Refund will not be
possible if the ENTREPRENEUR withdraws after. If the ENTREPRENEUR
does not comply with his obligations and he is invited to abandon the
program, refund will not occur.
Note 3
: Exclusion of a participant from a project will lead to an analysis,
casebycase, of the project’s continuity in the program.

